FX503A QTC Tone
Encoder

Island Labs

Publication D/503A/1 October 1983
EIA TONESET VERSION

LOW DISTORTION SINEWAVE OUTPUT

GENERATES FULL QTC CHARACTER
TONESET

*

AUTO REPEAT—TONE ENCODING

TONE PERIOD TIMING OUTPUT

*

LOW POWER CMOS PROCESS>

DELAYED — TX OUTPUT BIAS FACILITY

Obsolete Product
- For Information Only -
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Internal Block Diagram

The FX503A is a 15 tone generator for use

with the EIA toneset, as specified in the
HSC character tone table. The output tone

is a low distortion 16-step pseudo sine
wave of VDD—VSS peak—peak amplitude from
a nominal lkﬂ source impedance.

The total

harmonic distortion is less than 10% and
all harmonics are less than IZOdB.

Output

tones and timing signals are provided by

a reference oscillator of 560kHz,
comprising an on—chip inverter and
external ceramic resonator: an external

clock may be used if required (Fig 2
and 3).

The output periods are controlled by
on-chip circuitry. Timing periods are

as defined by the BIA international
toneset. At the end of the tone

period the Tp (Tone Period Expired)

output goes to Logic 1 and remains
there until the next DATA CHANGE which
resets the output and commences next
timing period. The output tone can be

delayed by a period (Td) after the OUTPUT

ENABLE function is activated. This is
achieved by an external RC time constant

(see Fig. 6) and a Schmitt trigger input

on the OUTPUT ENABLE pin. Note that if
diode (D1) is present, the tone output
will go to VSS as soon as OUTPUT ENABLE
goes from 1 — O. The device uses nominal

SV supply.

